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Abstract - Streaming applications are often imple-
mented as task graphs. Currently, techniques exist to derive
buffer capacities that guarantee satisfaction of a throughput
constraint for task graphs in which the inter-task commu-
nication is data-independent, i.e. the amount of data pro-
duced and consumed is independent of the data values in the
processed stream. This paper presents a technique to com-
pute buffer capacities that satisfy a throughput constraint
for task graphs with data dependent inter-task communica-
tion, given that the task graph is a chain. We demonstrate
the applicability of the approach by computing buffer ca-
pacities for an MP3 playback application, of which the MP3
decoder has a variable consumption rate. We are not aware
of alternative approaches to compute buffer capacities that
guarantee satisfaction of the throughput constraint for this
application.
1. Introduction
Many embedded systems process streams of data, such
as smart-phones and set-top boxes that can process audio
and video streams. In order to satisfy constraints on power
dissipation and performance, multi-processor architectures
are often the architecture of choice in these embedded sys-
tems. In this context, the processing of data streams often
has end-to-end temporal constraints on latency and through-
put, of which throughput constraints dominate for audio
and video stream processing. These streaming applications
are often implemented as task graphs, where tasks com-
municate data over First-In First-Out (FIFO) buffers imple-
mented as circular buffers [8]. Each task execution only
starts when there is sufficient data in the input buffers and
sufficient space in the output buffers such that this execu-
tion can run to completion without further blocking. This
execution condition is a robust mechanism to prevent buffer
overflow.
Currently, techniques are available to provide throughput
guarantees for applications in which each task has an execu-
tion condition that is data independent [10, 11, 14]. How-
ever, for instance audio and video encoders and decoders
often have tasks with data dependent execution conditions
that can change every execution, e.g. a variable length de-
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Figure 1. Task graph example
coding task, for which these techniques are not applicable.
For example, in Figure 1, we have a task graph with tasks
wa and wb that communicate over a buffer. In this task
graph, task wa produces 3 data items in every execution and
task wb consumes either two or three data items in every
execution. In case the consumption quantum equals three
in every task execution, then the minimum buffer capacity
for deadlock-free execution is three. However, if the con-
sumption quantum equals two in every task execution, then
the minimum buffer capacity for deadlock-free execution is
four. This example shows that maximising the consumption
quantum does not lead to buffer capacities that are sufficient
for other consumption quanta.
The contribution of this paper is an algorithm that com-
putes buffer capacities for a class of task graphs with
data dependent execution conditions, with the guarantee
that these buffer capacities are sufficient to satisfy a given
throughput constraint.
We assume that all shared resources have run-time ar-
biters. Further, we assume that we know upper and lower
bounds on the amount of data and space that is required for
task executions, and that we know an upper bound on the
execution times of the tasks. Furthermore, we restrict our-
selves to chains of tasks.
We present a dataflow model that allows every task ex-
ecution to have a different execution condition. The ap-
proach to derive buffer capacities is to define linear bounds
on the consumption and production times of data and space
for each buffer. Subsequently, we show that for every se-
quence of consumption and production quanta there exists
a schedule in which the consumption times are bounded
from below by the linear bound on consumption times and
the production times are bounded from above by the linear
bound on production times. Buffer capacities are then de-
rived with the difference between the lower bound on space
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consumption times and the upper bound on space produc-
tion times, and the production and consumption rates. We
will show that these buffer capacities are sufficient to satisfy
the throughput constraint if other productions and consump-
tion rates of the throughput determining task lead to reduced
execution rates of the other tasks.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We first discuss
related work in Section 2. Then in Section 3, we intro-
duce our task model, our analysis model, and the relation
between these two models. In Section 4, we present our
approach to compute buffer capacities, which is applied to
an MP3 playback application in Section 5 after which we
conclude in Section 6.
2. Related Work
We see two classes of related work: (1) work that applies
quasi static-order scheduling of tasks, and (2) work that ap-
plies run-time scheduling of tasks.
Quasi static-order schedules are constructed at design
time and try to decide on most scheduling decisions at de-
sign time but may contain code that performs some data-
dependent computations at run-time [1]. Work that ap-
plies quasi static-order scheduling includes parameterised
dataflow [1], interval-limited dataflow [12], heterochronous
dataflow [3], and hierarchical reconfiguration of dataflow
models [7]. These approaches are all based on the notion
of (sub)graph iterations, i.e. in these approaches a schedule
is only changed at the end of an iteration, thereby limiting
the frequency with which tasks can change their produc-
tions and consumptions. For boolean dataflow [2], a class
of graphs is identified for which quasi static-order schedules
can be constructed. However, it is in general undecidable
whether a given boolean dataflow graph is part of this class.
The reason to restrict changes to the dataflow graph to
the end of (sub)graph iterations is that when applying quasi
static-order scheduling one needs to construct a schedule,
which requires the existence of a (parameterised) bounded
length schedule. Therefore the advantage of applying run-
time scheduling is that instead of the requirement to con-
struct a schedule at design time that is applicable for all
sequences of productions and consumptions, we only need
to show that for all sequences of productions and consump-
tions a schedule exists at run-time.
Run-time arbitration is applied in real-time calculus [6]
and Symta/S [4]. However, both approaches do not allow
cyclic dependencies in the graph that influence the tempo-
ral behaviour, such as for instance caused by a data pro-
ducing task that only starts when there is sufficient space.
The implication is that these approaches are only applica-
ble if, for every task, there is a fixed number of executions
over which the consumption is constant, as for instance in
a constant bit-rate decoder. Otherwise the consuming task
needs to slow down the producing task. For instance, if,
in the task graph of Figure 1, the application requires that
task wb executes with a certain period, then task wa needs
to be able to keep up with the situation in which in every
execution of wb the consumption is three. However, when
in every execution of wb the consumption is two, then for
any non-terminating schedule a finite buffer capacity only
exists if the execution rate of task wa is reduced. Cyclo-
dynamic [13] and bounded dynamic dataflow [9] also ap-
ply run-time scheduling, but do not provide algorithms to
compute buffer capacities that guarantee the existence of
a non-terminating schedule, let alone satisfy a throughput
constraint.
Techniques that rely on static task dependencies [10] or
on the existence of a periodic schedule [11] cannot be ap-
plied, because the task dependencies are dynamic and there
is no periodic schedule if productions and consumptions can
vary in every execution.
In contrast with related work, we present an algorithm
to compute buffer capacities that are sufficient to satisfy a
throughput constraint, while allowing the amount of data
that is consumed and produced to change in every execu-
tion of the tasks. The presented approach builds upon the
technique presented in [14], in which buffer capacities are
computed for applications with data-independent inter-task
communication. The fact that the approach in this paper
deals with data-dependent communication is reflected in the
following two ways. The first aspect is that the difference
between the lower bound on consumption times and the up-
per bound on production times is increased to allow the ex-
istence of a schedule for any sequence of consumptions and
productions. The second aspect is that with data-dependent
consumptions and productions the schedule that will occur
at run-time can be delayed compared to the schedule shown
to exist when computing the buffer capacities. The latter for
instance occurs for the task graph shown in Figure 1, where
task wb can reduce the execution rate of task wa.
3. Task and Analysis Models
In this section, we first introduce our task model, then
define the analysis model, and conclude by presenting the
relation between these two models.
3.1. Task Model
We assume that an application is implemented as a task
graph. A task graph is a weakly connected directed graph
T = (W,B, ξ, λ, κ, ζ). A weakly connected directed graph
is a graph for which the underlying undirected graph is con-
nected. We restrict the topology of task graphs to chains, i.e.
for every task we have that the number of input buffers is
maximally one and also that the number of output buffers is
maximally one. Furthermore, we require that the through-
put requirement is either on a task that does not have any
output buffers or on a task that does not have any input
buffers. In such a task graph we have that tasks wa and
wb, with wa, wb ∈ W , can communicate over a circular
buffer bab ∈ B. Let a buffer bab denote a buffer over which
task wa sends data to task wb. We say that tasks consume
and produce containers on these circular buffers, where a
container is a place-holder for data and all containers in a
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buffer have a fixed size. Tasks only start an execution when
the previous execution has finished and there are sufficient
full containers on their input buffers and sufficient empty
containers on their output buffers such that the execution
can finish without further waiting on container arrivals. The
number of full containers that a task wb requires on buffer
bab ∈ B is a value from λ(bab), with λ : B → Pf (N). We
let N denote the set of non-negative integer values, and
we let Pf (N) denote the set of all finite subsets of N ex-
cluding the empty subset and the set only consisting of the
value zero. The number of full containers that a task wa
produces on buffer bab ∈ B, which equals the number of
empty containers that are required, is a value from ξ(bab),
with ξ : B → Pf (N). The worst-case response time is de-
fined as the maximum difference between the time at which
sufficient containers are present to enable an execution of
task wa and the time at which this execution finishes. The
worst-case response time of task wa is denoted by κ(wa),
with κ : W → R+. As in [15], we allow tasks to be sched-
uled at run-time by arbiters that can guarantee a worst-case
response time given the worst-case execution times and the
scheduler settings, i.e. the guarantee is independent of the
rate with which tasks start their execution. This class of
schedulers, for instance, includes time-division multiplex
and round-robin. The capacity of a circular buffer b is given
by ζ(b), with ζ : B → N. We require that every buffer is
initially empty.
3.2. Analysis Model
We call our analysis model Variable-Rate Dataflow
(VRDF). A VRDF graph G = (V,E, pi, γ, δ, ρ) is a directed
graph that consists of a finite set of actors V and a finite set
of edges E. A firing of an actor is enabled when on all input
edges of the actor sufficient tokens are present. The number
of tokens that are required on an edge e ∈ E in a partic-
ular firing is the token consumption quantum in that firing
on edge e, which is a value taken from γ(e). We define
γ : E → Pf (N), with furthermore γˆ(e) = max(γ(e))
denoting the maximum token consumption quantum and
γˇ(e) = min(γ(e)) denoting the minimum token consump-
tion quantum. The token production quantum on edge e is
a value from pi(e). We define pi : E → Pf (N), with fur-
thermore pˆi(e) = max(pi(e)) denoting the maximum token
production quantum on edge e and pˇi(e) = min(pi(e)) de-
noting the minimum token production quantum on edge e.
The number of initial tokens on edge e is given by δ(e),
with δ : E → N, while the response time of an actor v ∈ V
is given by ρ(v), with ρ : V → R+. An actor v consumes
its tokens in an atomic action at the start of a firing and pro-
duces its tokens in an atomic action ρ(v) later at the finish of
the firing. Actors do not start a firing before every previous
firing has finished.
Definition 1 (Monotonic execution in the start times)
A dataow graph executes monotonically in the start times
if no decrease ∆ in the start time of any ring can lead to
an increase in the start time of any other ring.
A VRDF graph executes monotonically in the start
times. This is because the firing rules and token produc-
tion rules of a firing are independent of the start time of the
firing. Therefore, if a firing starts earlier, then tokens will
only be produced earlier, which only leads to an earlier en-
abling and start of other actors.
Definition 2 (Linear execution in the start times)
A dataow graph has linear temporal behaviour if a delay
∆ in the start times cannot lead to delay larger than ∆ for
any start time of any ring.
A VRDF graph has linear temporal behaviour, because a
start time that is delayed by ∆ can only lead to token pro-
ductions that are delayed by maximally ∆. These tokens
can delay another start time by maximally ∆, and so on.
The functional behaviour of VRDF graphs is determinis-
tic in the sense that it is schedule independent, because the
production and consumption quanta are selected indepen-
dently of the token arrival times.
3.3. Construction of Analysis Model
We construct a VRDF graph G = (V,E, pi, γ, δ, ρ) from
a task graph T = (W,B, ξ, λ, κ, ζ) as follows. Every task
w ∈ W is modelled by an actor v ∈ V , where the re-
sponse time of the actor equals the worst-case response time
of the task, i.e. ρ(v) = κ(w). A buffer bab ∈ B from
task wa to task wb is modelled by two edges in opposite di-
rection between the actors that model the tasks, i.e. edges
eab, eba ∈ E are added if va models wa and vb models wb.
The capacity of buffer bab is modelled by initial tokens on
edge eba, i.e. δ(eba) = ζ(bab). The number of containers
produced on buffer bab is modelled by an equal number of
tokens produced on edge eab, i.e. pi(eab) = ξ(bab), and
an equal number of tokens consumed from edge eba, i.e.
γ(eba) = ξ(bab). The number of tokens consumed per fir-
ing from edge eba models the number of empty containers
that are required for task wa to start. Similarly, we have that
γ(eab) = λ(bab) and pi(eba) = λ(bab).
We know that in every execution, a task requires on its
output buffer as many empty containers as the number of
containers it produces, and in every execution the task pro-
duces on its input buffer as many empty containers as were
consumed. Since we furthermore restrict ourselves to task
graphs that are chains, we have that the VRDF graph is in-
herently strongly consistent [1, 5].
4. Buffer Capacity Computation
This section starts by presenting the basic idea be-
hind our approach to compute buffer capacities. Subse-
quently, we present our approach to compute buffer capac-
ities that guarantee satisfaction of a throughput constraint
for producer-consumer pairs. This section is concluded by
showing how buffer capacities can be computed for task
graphs that are chains.
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Figure 2. Example VRDF graph.
4.1. Basic Idea
In this section, we will provide the basic idea of our ap-
proach using the VRDF graph shown in Figure 2 that mod-
els the task graph, as shown in Figure 1, with m = {3} and
n = {2, 3}. In a later section, we will show that the prob-
lem of deriving buffer capacities in a chain can be reduced
to multiple instances of the problem of deriving buffer ca-
pacities for a produced-consumer pair. We assume that the
application specifies the throughput constraint that actor vb
should execute strictly periodically with period τ . With this
throughput constraint, we compute the maximum produc-
tion and consumption rates of each actor on each edge, as
required to guarantee that sufficient tokens are always avail-
able for periodic execution of actor vb. In this example, we
have that on edge eab the maximum consumption rate of
actor vb is three tokens per τ , which means that the maxi-
mum required production rate of actor va is also three to-
kens per τ . Similarly on edge eba, the maximum required
consumption rate of actor va is also three tokens per τ .
Figure 3 shows two firings of actor vb. The filled dots
denote the production times of tokens, while the open dots
denote the consumption times of tokens. In this example,
actor vb has a sequence of productions and consumptions in
which it first consumes and produces two tokens and in the
next firing consumes and produces three tokens.
We now construct bounds on the consumption and pro-
duction times that have the maximum required rates and are
such that for every sequence of productions and consump-
tions, a schedule exists such that these bounds are conserva-
tive. In Figure 3, the upper bound on token production times
is denoted αˆp and the lower bound on token consumption
times is denoted αˇc.
Subsequently, we use the lower bound on token con-
sumption times of actor va on edge eba and the upper bound
on token production times of actor vb on edge eba to derive
the buffer capacity. For actor va, we require that for ev-
ery sequence of token transfers there exists a valid schedule
such that the bounds are conservative. The main novelty in
our approach is that we show that the buffer capacities are
still sufficient if we delay the schedule of actor vb, which we
have shown to exist, in order to execute with the required
period τ .
4.2. Buffer Capacities for Producer-
Consumer Pairs
In this section, we initially assume the VRDF graph G
as given in Figure 2, i.e. with unspecified m and n. For
this producer-consumer pair, we will come up with an ex-
pression for the buffer capacity that is sufficient to satisfy
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Figure 3. Example schedule of actor vb, show-
ing when a particular number of tokens is
consumed and produced.
the throughput constraint. At the end of this section, we
will show that the computation of buffer capacities for a
task graph that is a chain can be decomposed in computing
buffer capacities of producer-consumer pairs.
We again assume that actor vb is required to execute
strictly periodically with period τ . This means that actor vb
can consume with a rate of τ
γˆ(eab)
from edge eab ∈ E and
can produce with a rate of τ
pˆi(eba)
on edge eba ∈ E. In order
to let vb execute strictly periodically with period τ , while
only requiring a finite number of initial tokens on edge eba,
actor va needs to be able to consume with a rate τpˆi(eba) from
edge eba and produce with a rate of τγˆ(eab) on edge eab.
Construction of Bounds Given two edges eab and eba
that together model a buffer. Further given a linear upper
bound on token production times, αˆp, on edge eab. Then we
can show that for every sequence of token transfer quanta
there is a schedule of which the token consumption times
allow for a linear lower bound on token consumption times,
αˇc, that has a bounded difference with αˆp. This schedule
is such that for instance for va, we have that any firing that
produces tokens x to x + m − 1 produces token x at the
time that is specified by the upper bound on token produc-
tion times. See for instance the upper bound on produc-
tion times in Figure 4 and the schedule that is such that this
bound just remains conservative.
Given this schedule, we can derive the minimum differ-
ence between the linear upper bound on production times
on edge eab, αˆp in Figure 4, and the linear lower bound on
consumption times on edge eba, αˇc in Figure 4. This can be
done by realising that in every firing the consumption time
is ρ(va) earlier than the production time. Further we have
that while the upper bound on token productions needs to
bound the production time of token x, the lower bound on
token consumptions needs to bound the consumption time
of token x + m − 1. This can be seen in Figure 4, where
the linear lower bound on token consumptions allows for a
consumption quanta of mˆ = γˆ(eba) = pˆi(eab) = 3 in ev-
ery firing. The minimum difference between both bounds
of actor va that is sufficient to allow for a schedule to ex-
ist with token production and consumption times which for
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every sequence of token transfer quanta are conservatively
bounded is therefore
αˆp(eab)− αˇc(eba) = ρ(va) +
τ
pˆi(eba)
· (γˆ(eba)− 1) (1)
Similarly for actor vb this difference equals
αˆp(eba)− αˇc(eab) = ρ(vb) +
τ
γˆ(eab)
· (γˆ(eab)− 1) (2)
Sufficient Initial Tokens An actor is only enabled when
sufficient tokens are present. For the VRDF graph shown
in Figure 2 this means that the consumption time of token
x by actor vb should not be earlier than the production time
of token x by actor va. Since we have linear bounds on the
consumption and production times, this means that for any
token αˆp(eab) ≤ αˇc(eab). With the knowledge of Equa-
tions (1) and (2), this creates a minimum difference between
the bound on productions on edge eba and the bound on con-
sumptions on edge eba of
αˆp(eba)− αˇc(eba) = ρ(va) + ρ(vb)+
τ
pˆi(eba)
· (γˆ(eba)− 1) +
τ
γˆ(eab)
· (γˆ(eab)− 1) (3)
This difference in production and consumption times to-
gether with the production and consumption rates trans-
lates to a sufficient number of initial tokens. Since
pˆi(eba) = γˆ(eab), we have that τpˆi(eba) =
τ
γˆ(eab)
. Further,
we have that the rate of bounds αˆp(eba) and αˇc(eba) equals
τ/pˆi(eba). The horizontal difference between bounds αˆp(eba)
and αˇc(eba) is therefore pˆi(eba)/τ ·(αˆp(eba)−αˇc(eba)). Since
tokens are counted starting from 1, we have that according
to the linear bounds
pˆi(eba)
τ
· (αˆp(eba)− αˇc(eba)) + 1 (4)
tokens are consumed before the first token is produced on
edge eba.
A number of initial tokens that equals the largest integer
smaller than or equal to Equation (4) is therefore sufficient
to ensure that sufficient tokens are available to allow for
the schedules that have token production and consumption
times that are conservatively bounded by the derived linear
bounds.
Producer Schedule A schedule for actor va is not valid
if the difference between subsequent starts is less than the
response time of actor va. In our schedule we have that
the minimum difference between subsequent starts occurs
for the minimum token production quantum, and equals
pˇi(eab) ·
τ
γˆ(eab)
. Therefore iff ρ(va) ≤ pˇi(eab) · τγˆ(eab) , then
for every sequence of token transfer quanta a valid schedule
exists for va such that the linear bounds are conservative.
Note that in the schedule that we have just shown to exist,
we are allowed to have a larger difference between subse-
quent starts than will occur when the task graph executes.
This is because we have a one-to-one relation between the
VRDF graph and the task graph and we know that an VRDF
graph executes monotonically in the start times.
Consumer Schedule For actor vb, we also have that
a schedule is not valid if the difference between subse-
quent starts is less than the response time of actor vb.
This requirement means that these schedules are only
valid if ρ(vb) ≤ pi(eba) · τpˆi(eba) , which is only the case if
pi(eba) = pˆi(eba) in every execution. For any other se-
quence of token transfer quanta by vb, i.e. in which
pi(eba) < pˆi(eba), the constraint that a firing does not start
before every previous firing has finished will lead to a de-
lay ∆, with ∆ > 0, of the start time of vb compared to the
schedule that has token production and consumption times
on eba and eab, which we have conservatively bounded.
However, since the graph has linear temporal behaviour we
know that a delay of a start time by ∆ cannot lead to a de-
lay of more than ∆ of any firing of any actor. Therefore
if tokens arrive in time to enable the schedules that have
token production and consumption times that we have con-
servatively bounded, then tokens will also arrive in time to
enable the schedule of vb that is periodic with period τ in
case pi(eba) < pˆi(eba).
Note that we allow the situation in which actor vb has
firings in which it does not consume any tokens from par-
ticular edges. Traditionally, this situation is not allowed,
because in this case no solution exists for the balance equa-
tions, which means that no quasi-static schedule can be
computed.
4.3. Extension to Chains
In case we have a task graph that is a chain, buffer capac-
ities can be computed per producer-consumer pair of tasks
as follows. In Equation (4), we have that the only parame-
ters that depend on the topology of the graph are the rates
of the bounds. Let actor vτ model the task with no out-
put buffers of which the application requires that it executes
strictly periodically. Then on every buffer, we have that
the data consuming task determines the rate, which means
that on each buffer the data producing task should have a
minimum production rate that is at least equal to the max-
imum consumption rate of the data consuming task. Con-
sider a producer-consumer pair with data producing task wx
and data consuming task wy , which is modelled by actors
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Figure 5. VRDF graph of MP3 application.
vx and vy . Let φ(vy) be the minimal required difference
between subsequent starts of actor vy , which is τ in case
vy = vτ . Then the rate of the bounds for this producer-
consumer pair is φ(vy)/γˆ(exy). From this it follows that
φ(vx) = (φ(vy)/γˆ(exy)) · pˇi(exy), which can be used to com-
pute the rate of the bounds on the buffer from which wx
consumes data.
4.4. Throughput Constraint on Source
If, in the VRDF graph shown in Figure 2, instead of
vb we have that va is required to execute strictly periodi-
cally with period τ , then the presented approach needs to be
adapted as follows. First of all, the rate of the bounds should
now reflect the maximum rate with which va can consume
and produce, which equals τ/pˆi(eab) = τ/γˆ(eba). This implies
that pˆi(eba) is replaced by pˆi(eab) in Equation 4. Further in-
stead of the constraint on the response time of the producer,
we now have a constraint on the response time of the con-
sumer. Similarly, instead of allowing n to attain the value
zero we now allow m to attain the value zero. The extension
to a chain has a similar difference. Instead of maximising
consumption and minimising production in order to derive
the maximum execution rate relative to the sink, we now
need to maximise production and minimise consumption to
obtain the maximum execution rate of each actor relative to
the actor that models the source of the task graph.
5. Experimental Results
In this section, we apply our approach to an MP3
playback application for a variable bit-rate stream with
a sample-rate of 48 kHz. The VRDF graph of this ap-
plication is shown in Figure 5. In this graph we have
an actor vBR that reads blocks of bytes from a compact
disc, an actor vMP3 that decodes the compressed audio,
a sample-rate converter, vSRC , from 48 kHz to 44.1 kHz
and a digital-to-analog converter vDAC . The application
requires that vDAC executes strictly periodically with a fre-
quency of 44.1 kHz. Given that an MP3 frame contains
1152 samples and given a sampling frequency of 48 kHz,
we have that with a maximum bit-rate of 320 kbit per sec-
ond the maximum number of bytes per frame equals 960.
From the throughput constraint, we can derive response
times that would just allow the throughput constraint to be
satisfied. These are ρ(vBR) = 51.2 ms, ρ(vMP3) = 24 ms,
ρ(vSRC) = 10 ms, and ρ(vDAC) = 0.0227 ms.
With these response times, we require the follow-
ing number of initial tokens d1 = 6015, d2 = 3263, and
d3 = 882. With our dataflow simulator we have verified
that these buffer capacities are indeed sufficient to satisfy
the throughput constraint. We obtain a lower bound on the
required buffer capacities by assuming that n is constant
and equals 960. Using traditional analysis techniques [10],
we obtain d1 = 5888, d2 = 3072, and d3 = 882. The dif-
ference occurs, because our approach accounts for the vari-
ation in quanta, and uses linear bounds to derive buffer ca-
pacities.
6. Conclusion
We have presented an approach to compute buffer capac-
ities that satisfy a throughput constraint. In contrast with
existing approaches this approach can also be applied when
the number of consumptions and productions of tasks are
data-dependent and can vary from execution to execution.
An important difference with current approaches that use
dataflow models is that we apply run-time arbitration in our
system, which means that we do not need to construct a
schedule, but only need to show the existence of a sched-
ule. Current approaches that apply run-time arbitration have
difficulties with the analysis of systems in which the start
of a task is dependent on the amount of space in its out-
put buffers. However, if productions and consumptions can
change every execution then such a dependency is unavoid-
able to prevent buffer overflow.
We expect that the concept of linear temporal behaviour
as presented in this paper will allow us to extend our
current approach to VRDF graphs of any topology. For
these graphs, it is no longer possible to consider producer-
consumer pairs, but instead it is required to consider all
paths between actors when showing the existence of sched-
ules. The extension to VRDF graphs of any topology would
result in an important extension of the class of applications
for which guarantees on their temporal behaviour can be
provided.
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